What is the Optimal Treatment for Metastatic Colorectal Cancer? Controversial Points
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Abstract

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second leading cause of death from cancer in the developed countries. Although great efforts have been made to achieve an early diagnosis, a large number of cases will present metastases. The natural history of metastatic (m) CRC has dramatically evolved in the recent years thanks to the introduction of modern chemotherapy and molecular therapies. With these agents the response rate has increased to 50% and survival has been improved not only progression free survival (PFS), which has reached 12 months, but also overall survival (OS) which is longer than 2 years.

Despite this progress many questions remain to be answered, mainly those related to the sequential regimens, drug rotation, alternant or intermittent schedules, optimal duration of chemotherapy, the role of maintenance chemotherapy and the role of doublets or triplets.

The optimal duration of chemotherapy is very important because it has a direct influence on the patient quality of life, survival and costs. There are several studies addressing this topic and the alternatives we have, such as “stop and go”, intermittent strategies or maintenance of only several agents and these studies reinforce the frequent behaviour of the oncologists to stop the treatment when the patient has obtained the maximum response. But there are some methodological problems in the analyzed trials which have determined that not all the professionals agree with this proposal.

With this context it is essential to perform well designed clinical trials incorporating new drugs and addressing these questions. This article tries to review briefly all these controversial points.
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Introduction

CRC is the fourth most common cancer around the world with an increasing incidence and is still the second leading cause of cancer related death [1].

In spite of current efforts in improving screening programs, 20% of patients are diagnosed once their tumor has metastasized [2] and ultimately metastases develop in as many as 50-60% of patients with CRC, often in the liver [2]. This subgroup of patients has a much worse outcome, with 5-year survival of approximately 10%. Most of these patients cannot be cured, although a subset with hepatic and/or lung metastases might be potentially curable with surgery. For the rest, treatment’s goal is palliative and usually consists of systemic therapy [2].

Long-term survival is infrequent once metastatic disease has appeared and is limited to a very small proportion of patients that can undergo metastasectomy. Over the last 10–15 years the integration of new drugs such as oxaliplatin and irinotecan has allowed us to improve the overall survival (OS) of mCRC patients.

In fact the median OS for patients with mCRC has doubled. Although no randomised trial has compared modern regimens containing oxaliplatin or irinotecan to best supportive care alone, the median OS for patients with unresectable mCRC who receive systemic chemotherapy compared to the best supportive care get an advantage in progression-free survival (PFS) and OS [7]. Therefore it is relevant to fully understand the efficacy and different toxicity profiles of these agents in order to better tailor our therapies to each individual patient.

Chemotherapy Versus Best Supportive Care

The median OS for patients with unresectable mCRC who receive the best supportive care alone is approximately five to six months. Systemic chemotherapy compared to the best supportive care get an advantage in progression-free survival (PFS) and OS [7].

Although no randomised trial has compared modern regimens containing oxaliplatin or irinotecan to best supportive care alone, with these modern drugs the median survival duration across different studies consistently approach to 20-24 months [5].
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Timing to Institute Chemotherapy

Many patients with mCRC are asymptomatic and the value of early chemotherapy vs delay the treatment until symptoms appear is controversial.

The appropriate timing of the use of “expectant” chemotherapy has been the subject of debate, especially when the potential toxicity of treatment is taken into account.

There are a few relevant studies addressing directly this question. The study by the Nordic Gastrointestinal Tumor Adjuvant Therapy Group [8] randomised 183 patients with advanced but asymptomatic CRC. The results showed an improvement in median survival, symptoms free interval and PFS but it had several methodological issues (chemotherapy was not standardized, only 57% of patients received chemotherapy in the expectant arm, no formal Quality of Life (QoL) analyses were published…) preventing a clear and definitive conclusion.

On the other hand the meta-analysis by Ackland et al. [9] showed a two months benefit in median OS with early treatment but although clinically relevant it was not statistically significant. There were not any differences in QoL, so authors concluded that early treatment of asymptomatic patients with mCRC did not provide any benefit compared to withholding treatment until symptoms appeared.

Sequential Versus Combination Therapy

Capecitabine is an oral pro-drug of 5-FU mainly metabolized within tumor cells and liver to 5-FU [10,11]. Two randomized clinical trials [12,13] have demonstrated noninferiority of this drug to both infusional and bolus 5-FU/LV in mCRC patients. After that FDA approved single-agent capecitabine in the United States in 2002 for first-line therapy where combination therapy was not recommended.

On the other hand combination of capecitabine and oxaliplatin (CapeOx) has been demonstrated not to be inferior to FOLFOX (Ox and 5-FU) [14-17]. However, the combination of capecitabine and irinotecan (CAPIRI) resulted in intolerable toxicities and a shorter PFS in two randomized trials, effectively discouraging use of this regimen, especially in the United States where capecitabine is less well tolerated at standard doses [15,18-20].

There are several studies evaluating the efficacy of combination therapy versus single-agent sequential therapy.

CAIRO study randomized previously untreated patients (N 803 patients) with advanced CRC to either sequential or combination treatment [21]. In the sequential arm, patients received full-dose capecitabine followed by second-line single agent irinotecan at full dose (350 mg/m² every 3 weeks) on progression. Third line therapy was a combination of capecitabine and oxaliplatin (just 36% of the original patients remained).

The results showed that combination did not prolong OS (17.4 versus 16.3 months; P = 0.33) versus sequential therapy although PFS was significantly superior in the combination arm (7.8 versus 5.8 months), and also overall response rate (41% versus 20%).

The study by Seymour and colleagues (Medical Research Council (MRC) FOCUS) randomized patients to 5 treatment strategies across 3 arms [22]:

- Arm A: 5-FU until progression, then switch to irinotecan
- Arm B (Ir): 5-FU until progression, then add irinotecan
- Arm B (Ox): 5-FU until progression, then add oxaliplatin
- Arm C (Ir): FOLFIRI until progression
- Arm C (Ox): FOLFOX until progression

The results showed that OS for arm A (control) was 13.9 months, arm B [Ir] 15.0 months, and for those instead adding oxaliplatin (arm B [Ox]), the overall survival was 15.2 months. As expected, no significant difference was seen in arm B versus arm A regardless of whether irinotecan or oxaliplatin was added to 5-FU on failure. In arm C, FOLFIRI until failure was associated with statistically significant OS improvement (16.7 months; P = .01) whereas FOLFOX (15.4 months) until failure was not.

This additional option of either an oral or intravenous fluoropyrimidine in combination with oxaliplatin, or as a single-agent, allows for further individualization of care of CRC patients, depending on patient performance status and if tumor response is the preferred outcome.

These both studies support an alternative to aggressive combination of chemotherapy in non-curative setting.

Indeed Grothey et al. [23] conducted a retrospective analysis of 21 arms from 11 phase III trials that involved slightly fewer than 6000 patients with advanced CRC. None of these trials included biologic agents. The investigators determined that treatment with all 3 active agents (5-FU, irinotecan, and oxaliplatin) was significantly correlated with OS, which suggests that combination therapy should remain the standard of care for first-line treatment of patients with advanced CRC.

However, a multivariate analysis revealed that only exposure to 3 drugs (p = 0.0001), and not use of first-line doublets, was associated with an improvement in OS.

Duration of Therapy

The duration of therapy in mCRC patients is crucial because it has a direct influence on the patients’ QoL, toxicity, cost and potentially with survival. But this point is still a controversial one. The classical way has been considered treatment until progression or unacceptable toxicity. However, taking into account that more than 80% of patients will have a treatment just with palliative meaning it seems to be relevant to maintain QoL without compromising their survival.

At this point in palliative setting we could consider two subgroups of patients: those who present tumor-related symptoms and those with only mild symptoms. Both subgroups have different needs. The first group needs a treatment which provides tumor shrinkage in order to get a rapid response for the control of the symptoms. But the second needs a different strategy named “continuum of care” to provide those patients with better survival and also with QoL.

Different strategies have been used to answer the question about the optimal duration of chemotherapy in these patients:

1. “Stop and go” strategy which means stopping all agents after a prefixed number of cycles and then to restart chemotherapy again on progression.
2. Intermittent administration of chemotherapy or on-off strategy.

3. Maintenance chemotherapy.

**Stop and go**

MRCC trial, OPTIMOX-2 and MRC-COIN study have addressed this issue.

OPTIMOX-2 compared chemotherapy discontinuation with maintenance therapy with leucovorin and 5FU after six cycles of FOLFOX [24]. This trial was planned as a phase III but converted to a smaller phase II trial after bevacizumab was introduced, so the survival data should be interpreted with caution. Duration of disease control was the main end-point and was inferior in the discontinuation arm (9.2 versus 13.1 months). PFS was also inferior. Authors concluded that the arm with planned chemotherapy breaks had inferior results suggesting that this is not the best therapeutic approach. Regardless these result it can be an option to individualize patient treatment based on patient preferences, particularly if there is a strong early response that is durable beyond 6 months.

MRCC trial with more than 350 patients from 42 UK centers concluded that although PFS and OS were slightly superior in the continuous arm, the difference was not statistically significant and toxicity was lower in the patients with the intermittent treatment. Although these results do not provide a definitive evidence of the benefit for the continuous treatment until progressive disease is present, this study did not include modern drugs such as oxaliplatin or irinotecan.

The MRC-COIN trial (CapeOx or FOLFOX with or without cetuximab) had an intermittent chemotherapy arm that showed a 9% increase in relative risk of death with a significant HR of 1.084, when compared to the two continuous chemotherapy arms. Authors concluded that a priori specified non-inferiority cannot be confirmed, but it can reliably exclude a detriment of larger than 2.3 months in median OS with intermittent chemotherapy [25].

**Intermittent (on-off strategy)**

The Italian GISCAD group [26] compared the administration of the continuous FOLFIRI regimen versus the intermittent FOLFIRI regimen (alternating 2 months on and 2 months off). The results showed the same OS (17.6 versus 16.9 months) and PFS (7.3 versus 8.8 months) in both arms and a reduction of toxicity and costs.

**Maintenance strategy**

MACRO-TTD trial [27] randomized 480 first-line patients to either CapeOx-bevacizumab until progression (N 239) or CapeOx-bevacizumab for six cycles then single-agent bevacizumab (N 241). There were not statistically significant differences in response rates, PFS, or OS between the groups and toxicities grade 3 and 4 were inferior in the maintenance arm concerning hand-foot syndrome, asthenia and neuropathy.

Nevertheless, it failed to meet its non-inferiority PFS primary endpoint (11 versus 13.3 months, p0.59; HR 1.07; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.84-1.36). According to these results authors concluded that maintenance therapy with single agent bevacizumab is an appropriate option following the induction with CapeOx-bevacizumab in patients with mCRC.

The CONCePT study compared the administration of intermittent versus continuous oxaliplatin in the FOLFOX plus bevacizumab regimen. Time to treatment failure and PFS were inferior in the continuous administration. In this way monochemotherapy with bevacizumab is a feasible option [28].

OPTIMOX-1 trial compared FOLFOX given until disease progression with FOLFOX7 given for 12 weeks, with planned interruption of the oxaliplatin and continued 5-FU/LV alone as maintenance, and then a planned re-introduction of oxaliplatin at 6 months or at disease progression, whichever came first [29].

There were no differences in response rates, PFS, or OS. Authors concluded that Oxaliplatin could be stopped without compromising the results (stop and go strategy). Moreover, neurotoxicity was significantly reduced with planned interruption of oxaliplatin treatment.

The results of these trials evaluating optimal therapy duration provide more flexibility and personalization of mCRC care. In fact, these studies reinforcing the behavior of the majority of oncologists to stop the treatment when the patient has shown the maximum response.

**Sequence of Therapy**

The optimal sequence of therapy for mCRC is an issue which has been addressed in randomized trials [21,22,30]. Tournigand et al. [30] evaluated FOLLFIRI followed by FOLFOX or the reverse sequence. They found no significant differences in OS or first-line response rates between the two sequences. The toxicity profiles were significantly different: FOLLFIRI caused more grade 3 and 4 mucositis, nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea, while neutropenia and neurotoxicity were more common with FOLFOX.

These different toxicity profiles and the ability to choose between these two relatively equivalent regimens provide another alternative based on patient comorbidities and preferences.

**Novel Biologic Therapeutics**

**Antiangiogenics: Bevacizumab**

Bevacizumab (Avastin®, Genentech, South San Francisco, CA) [31] is a humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the vascular-endothelial growth factor (VEGF), binds it and prevents the interaction of VEGF with its receptors (Flt-1 and KDR) on the surface of endothelial cells. VEGF is an angiogenic growth factor that regulates vascular proliferation and permeability and inhibits apoptosis of new blood vessels. VEGF expression is increased in CRC and when it is bound to bevacizumab, it cannot stimulate the growth of blood vessels, avoiding tumors blood and subsequently oxygen and other nutrients needed for growth.

It is administered as an intravenous infusion without necessity of dose modification and indicated for use as part of the combination with chemotherapy.

The most common adverse effects are asthenia, diarrhea, hypertension, headaches, stomatitis or leucopenia, and serious complications are gastrointestinal perforation, bleeding, nephritic syndrome, thromboembolic events and impaired wound healing. This last complication led to not administer this drug for at least 4 weeks prior and after surgical procedures [31].

Bevacizumab has been the the first biologic agent approved by the US FDA as a component of upfront therapy in 2004.
This decision was based on data from the study by Hurwitz et al. [32], in which 813 patients with mCRC were randomly assigned to IFL + bevacizumab versus IFL alone. The results showed statistically significant superiority in response rate (44.8% versus 34.8% (p = 0.004)), PFS (10.6 versus 6.2 months (p = 0.001)) and OS (20.3 versus 15.6 months (p = 0.001)).

The N016966 trial evaluated the addition of bevacizumab in the front-line setting with either FOLFOX or CapeOx in a placebo-controlled 2 x 2 design. Bevacizumab improved PFS, but response rates were not improved, and the differences in OS were not statistically significant (p = 0.077) [33].

Since FOLFIRI-bevacizumab and FOLFOX/CapeOx-bevacizumab have not been compared directly in the front-line setting, either is currently considered acceptable. In these cases patient preference and adverse effects profile have contributed to decision-making.

The Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) conducted the E3200 trial, in which patients who progressed on a fluoropyrimidine and irinotecan based therapy were randomized to either FOLFOX 4 plus bevacizumab, FOLFOX 4 or bevacizumab alone. This trial showed response rates of 22.7%, 8.6% and 3.3% (p = 0.001), respectively. PFS and OS in the FOLFOX plus bevacizumab group were superior to FOLFOX alone (7.3 versus 4.7 months; 12.9 versus 10.2 months; p = 0.001). Bevacizumab alone showed only modest activity [34].

Due to IFL was replaced with FOLFOX and FOLFIRI, these regimens plus bevacizumab (FOLFOX-bevacizumab, FOLFIRI-bevacizumab) were widely adopted for first-line use in the United States.

The continued use of bevacizumab in the second line setting beyond progression was addressed in the BRiTE study [35]. This prospective, observational study showed that patients who received bevacizumab beyond progression (N = 642) had OS of 31.8 months compared to 19.9 months for those who did not (N = 531), suggesting that this procedure might be beneficial without apparent increase of bevacizumab-related adverse effects.

The prospective randomized phase III trial iBET [36] (Intergroup Bevacizumab Continuation Trial) Southwest Oncology Group (SWOG) 0600, comparing irinotecan-cetuximab and bevacizumab to irinotecan-cetuximab alone, and the SPIRIT II (Second-Line Panitumumab Irinotecan Treatment Trial) phase II trial, in which [37,38].

KRAS wild type patients receive second-line FOLFIRI and are randomized to either panitumumab or bevacizumab are trying to answer this question.

Globally, bevacizumab adds strong benefit in OS and PFS to all regimens in first line and the positive effect of its addition on median PFS and OS is reproducible across different studies. When evaluated in real clinical practice, bevacizumab leads to long PFS when combined with chemotherapy and community-based studies are also supporting its effectiveness.

There exists a controversy about the duration of therapy with bevacizumab. The exploratory analyses by Mass et al has shown that treatment until progression is supported by clinical benefit in OS in responding and non-responding patients. In fact, regardless of response, patients treated with bevacizumab received a significant benefit compared to controls, for patients with stable disease for at least 12 weeks as ‘best outcome’, bevacizumab–treated patients experienced a significant decrease in risk of progression.

This exploratory analysis suggested that objective response may not be an appropriate criterion for stopping treatment being progressive disease the most appropriate criterion.

Moreover, stopping bevacizumab before progressive disease impacts negatively in PFS.

Anti-EGFR (Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor): Cetuximab and Panitumumab

EGFR is overexpressed in about 70% of patients with mCRC and has been considered a poor prognostic factor. Cetuximab and panitumumab are monoclonal antibodies (chimeric human-mouse, and fully human, respectively) that block the ligand-binding site of the EGFR. As a consequence they inhibit the transduction of this signal intracellularly.

Cetuximab (Erbitux®, Eli Lilly, Indianapolis, IN) binds specifically to the extracellular domain of the EGFR on both normal and tumor cells, and competitively inhibits the binding of EGF and other ligands, resulting in inhibition of cell growth, induction of apoptosis, and decreased matrix metalloproteinase and VEGF production.

Cetuximab can also mediate antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity against certain human tumor types. It is administered as an intravenous infusion at 400 mg/m2 (initial dose) followed by a weekly dose of 250 mg/m2, given either as single agent or in combination with FOLFOX, FOLFIRI or irinotecan. The most common adverse effects are acniform rash, fatigue, dyspnea, diarrhea and nausea [39].

FDA approved it in 2004 for use in patients who progressed on irinotecan based therapy. The decision was based on a trial which randomized 329 patients to irinotecan plus cetuximab versus cetuximab alone (>75% of the patients had progressed to 2 or more regimens of chemotherapy). If patients progressed on cetuximab they were able to crossover to the doublet. This study showed superiority of the combination in response rate (22.9% versus 10.8%, p = 0.007) and PFS (4.1 months vs. 1.5 months, p = 0.001) but OS was similar (8.6 versus 6.9 months, p = 0.48). Authors demonstrated that cetuximab is an active agent in mCRC specially in chemorefractory patients [39].

In 2007 it was published a trial which used cetuximab in chemorefractory patients whose tumors expressed EGFR by immunohistochemistry. When compared with best supportive care, patients who received cetuximab had a better OS (6.1 versus 4.6 months; HR of 0.77; CI, 0.64–0.92; p = 0.005) [40].

Mutations in KRAS are present in 40% of patients and predict poorer outcome and resistance to Cetuximab or Panitumumab although a wt KRAS does not ensure response to these treatments. On the other hand, activating mutations of BRAF, mutually exclusive with mutations in K-RAS, occur in about 10% of patients and are also a poor prognostic factor. The NCCN guidelines recommends routine K-RAS testing at the time of diagnosis of mCRC to facilitate the planning of treatment [43].

The CRYSTAL trial evaluated FOLFIRI plus or minus cetuximab in the first-line setting. It included 1217 patients. The results showed...
a statistically significant improvement in PFS (8.9 versus 8 months; p 0.036), response rate (46.9% versus 38.7%, p 0.005), but with increased toxicity (specifically diarrhea and rash).

There was a better response rate and survival advantage for patients with KRAS wild-type tumors in the cetuximab arm (HR 0.796, p 0.0093). OS was 23.5 months in KRAS wild-type (wt) versus 16.2 in KRAS mutated (mt) [41,42]. The OPUS phase II trial studied FOLFOX with or without cetuximab as first-line. Its results reported a higher overall response rate favoring the cetuximab arm (45.6% versus 35.7%). PFS was not statistically superior in the intention-to-treat arm, but it was better in the KRAS wild-type subgroup analysis [44].

A meta-analysis of both trials presented at ASCO 2010 confirmed the benefit in wt K-RAS of adding cetuximab: median OS was extended by 4 months (23.5 vs 19.5, HR, 0.81, p 0.0062). The most common adverse effects of cetuximab are weakness, an acneiform rash, nausea, infusion-related reactions, and hypomagnesaemia. A relation among development, severity of treatment-induced skin rash, and response to anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies has been suggested [45].

The BOND trial evaluated [46] patients with mCRC refractory to irinotecan (100%) and oxaliplatin (63%) with single-agent cetuximab or combination cetuximab and irinotecan. The combination achieved a better response rate (22.9% versus 10.8%) with median time to progression of 4.1 and 1.5 months, respectively.

The study carried by National Cancer Institute of Canada evaluated cetuximab versus best supportive care in unselected patients with chemorefractory (fluoropyrimidine, oxaliplatin, irinotecan) mCRC [40]. The combination improved significantly PFS and OS.

Panitumumab demonstrated similar anti-tumor activity as a single-agent in patients with chemotherapy-refractory mCRC [47]. It showed an overall response rate of 10% and a very modest improvement in PFS compared with best supportive care (8 versus 7.3 weeks).

PRIME first-line trial (FOLFOX plus panitumumab) showed a statistically significant improvement in PFS (9.6 versus 8.0 months (HR=0.80, p 0.0062). The most common adverse effects of cetuximab are weakness, an acneiform rash, nausea, infusion-related reactions, and hypomagnesaemia. A relation among development, severity of treatment-induced skin rash, and response to anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies has been suggested [45].

On the contrary the MRC COIN (CapeOx or FOLFOX and cetuximab) was a phase III trial which reported no significant differences in PFS and OS when anti-EGFR antibodies were added to first-line therapy in KRAS wt patients [49]. The authors found that for patients with KRAS wild-type tumors treated with infused fluorouracil, the benefit in PFS (HR for fluorouracil-based therapy was 0.77, p=0.06, compared with HR for capecitabine-based therapy of 1.06, p=0.56, p for interaction 0.07) was consistent with other trials, concluding that finding suggests the potential relevance of the agents used in combination when using EGFR-targeted therapies.

Further studies are needed to evaluate the impact of cetuximab in the survival of patients with wild-type K-RAS.

This study showed a shorter PFS in the panitumumab arm. The CAIRO-2 trial [51] confirmed the results of the PACCE trial. It demonstrated that CapeOx-bevacizumab plus cetuximab got inferior response rates and PFS than CapeOx-bevacizumab alone.

The results provided by PACCE and CAIRO-2 trials indicated that combination of bevacizumab and EGFR inhibitory monoclonal antibody cannot be recommended in the front-line metastatic CRC as a standard treatment.

Globally no data are available comparing panitumumab and cetuximab (or either versus a bevacizumab-containing regimen), and the place of panitumumab, particularly for first-line therapy of mCRC, remains uncertain [35].

Conclusions

The choice of therapy for patients diagnosed with mCRC should be individually decided after careful consideration about the type and timing of previous chemotherapies, the goal of treatment, toxicity profiles, performance status and patient comorbidities.

The question we should answer before planning a treatment should be: Does the patient need an aggressive approach? If the answer is "yes", which occurs in 85% of patients, we should know KRAS status before the decision.

With mt or unavailable KRAS we could administer a chemotherapy doublet plus bevacizumab and with wt KRAS doublet plus cetuximab or bevacizumab.

In contrast if the answer is "no" fluoropyrimidines alone or in combination with bevacizumab would be acceptable options.

In selected patients we could use stop and maintenance treatments.

As a final conclusion there are still several controversial points which should be addressed in well design clinical trials. We hope to have more answers in the near future.
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